film

Turkeys like Decameron should be reserved for Thanksgiving weekend . . .

A more liberal reading of the laws of Massachusetts would keep films like Decamer-
on out of our theaters.

Let me try to be noble about this: it is among the several most boring films I have ever seen. Others have called it things like "unscriptedly funny" and simi-
lar such adjectives, if one can believe the ads. It is anything but that: the long stretches of boring film are occasionally punctuated by mildly amusing moments, all of which are riddled enough to make the film an obvious candidate for the X rat-
ing, which it received.

The film moves at a glacial pace from foreseeable punchline to dull conclusion in a series of vignettes, only half of which are even slightly amusing. Those who thought that other Italian directors had cornered the mar-
ket on ugly Italian people will be surprised by this film: these peo-
ple are the ugliest ever put on

One of the vignettes gets off to its quick start with the hero falling into a vat of shit; he is experi-
encing something which is vague to similar to that which all the other actors in the film must feel, and you can almost em-
pathize with him.

The film is subtitles rather well, so you can follow every word of the trivial dialogue. As a practice translating your vulgar
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